Toward Stronger Al–BN Nanotube Composite Materials: Insights into Bonding at the Al/BN Interface from First-Principles Calculations
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ABSTRACT: Lightweight mechanically strong composite Al/BN nanotube materials may find applications in the automotive and space industries because addition of a few percent of the nanotubes considerably improves the mechanical properties of the Al matrix. At the same time, experiments indicate that bonding at the interface between Al and the nanotubes is rather weak, which limits the performance of the composites. To get precise microscopic knowledge of the atomic structure and bonding at the interface between the Al matrix and BN nanotubes and to suggest ways to improve the adhesion, we employ density functional theory with van der Waals exchange–correlation functionals and carry out first-principles calculations of the interface between the Al(111) surface and hexagonal BN sheets, mimicking BN nanotubes with large diameters. We estimate the bonding energy and the interfacial critical shear stress and compare the theoretical results to the experimental data. We further assess how point defects, such as atomic vacancies and substitutional impurities, affect the interface bonding. We show that some point defects (e.g., single B vacancies) dramatically change the atomic structure of the interface, giving rise to stronger bonding and higher critical shear stress values. Larger vacancies and substitutional C impurities in the BN sheets have a stronger effect on the adhesion. Finally, we demonstrate that even though defects deteriorate the mechanical properties of BN nanotubes, this effect is rather weak at defect concentrations of a few percent, so that an overall improvement of the characteristics of Al/BN nanotube composites after introduction of defects at the interface can be expected. We suggest possible routes for the development of nanostructured BN–Al materials with improved mechanical characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

The development of lightweight but mechanically strong materials is crucial for the automotive and space industry, associated with an increase in payload, improvement of fuel efficiency, decrease in pollution, and overall usage cost reduction. Mostly Al-based materials (especially Al-based alloys) are in use now, providing a reasonable compromise between the cost and material strength. Nevertheless, mechanical characteristics of such materials are quite moderate. For example, pure Al has relatively small values of Young’s modulus and tensile strength, about 70 GPa and 40 MPa, respectively.1,2 Moreover, heating to temperatures of only 200 °C gives rise to further decrease in these characteristics. Thus, the need for finding ways to make Al tougher and stiffer has been the driving force for extensive research in this area.2

One of the suggested ways to improve the mechanical characteristics of Al-based materials is to reinforce3–5 the Al matrix by adding a few percent of carbon6 or boron-nitride7 nanotubes (BNNTs). BNNTs have extremely high Young’s modulus (about 1 TPa), similar to that of carbon nanotubes, and are chemically inert, but contrary to the latter, are straight and do not stick together, thus providing a spatially uniform
distribution, which is a severe problem in carbon-nanotube/Al composite materials.\textsuperscript{8,9} Indeed, earlier experiments\textsuperscript{10} showed that samples of composite materials based on melt-spun aluminum matrix reinforced by BN nanotubes had a tensile strength of 145 MPa, which is 2.5 times higher than nonreinforced aluminum ribbons prepared at the same casting conditions. Composite samples on the basis of aluminum containing only 3 wt % of BN nanotubes and produced via a high-pressure torsion demonstrated the tensile strength at room temperature of 350 MPa,\textsuperscript{11} which is already comparable with the strength of some structural steels, but the composite material is nearly three times lighter. These results had demonstrated good prospects for using BN nanosystems for reinforcement of light metal matrices and achieving novel ultralight and superstrong composites.

The characteristics of the composite materials could have been considerably better, though, taking into account the outstanding mechanical properties of BNNTs. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments\textsuperscript{9} indicated that the “bottleneck” is a weak bonding at the Al/BNNT interface, so that improving the adhesion between the Al matrix and BNNTs is the key issue. The progress here is, however, hardly possible without precise microscopic knowledge of the atomic structure of the interface. At the same time, very little is known about the morphology of the interface between BNNT (or hexagonal BN sheets, h-BN) and Al. This is in a sharp contrast to the large body of experimental and theoretical data on the interface between BN sheets and transition metals, as the latter have been extensively used for growing two-dimensional h-BN sheets.\textsuperscript{12–17} In addition to the experimental characterization of the interface between BN sheets and transition metals by various techniques, significant insight into the atomic structure of the interface has been obtained from first-principles atomistic simulations (see ref 18 for an overview and references therein).

By carrying out first-principles density-functional theory (DFT) calculations, we theoretically study the bonding between pristine BN nanotubes and ideal Al matrix. We estimate the bonding energy and the critical shear stress and compare the theoretical results to the experimental data. We further assess how point defects such as atomic vacancies and substitutional impurities affect the interface bonding. We show that some, but not all, point defects (e.g., single B vacancies) dramatically change the interface structure and increase the bonding as well as critical shear stress. Larger vacancies and substitutional C impurities in the BN sheets have a stronger effect on the adhesion, suggesting possible routes for the development of nanostructured BN–Al materials with improved mechanical characteristics.

### EXPERIMENTS ON THE TENSILE TESTING OF AL–BNNT NANO COMPOSITES

The mechanical properties of individual Al matrix-BNNT nanohybrids have been previously studied at length by tensile tests using a combination of in situ transmission electron–atomic force microscopy (TEM–AFM).\textsuperscript{9} All the details of Al–BNNT material synthesis, characterization, and testing are given in previous publications,\textsuperscript{10,11} so that here we just show a typical picture of the evolution of the system during the tensile tests, which motivated our theoretical studies.

Figure 1 presents TEM images of an Al–BNNT nanocomposite under in situ TEM tensile testing. The multiwalled BNNT (∼50 nm in diameter) was coated with a ∼20 nm layer of Al under magnetron sputtering, Figure 1a. During a tensile test, Figure 1b, the BNNT was pulled out of the Al shield, Figure 1c, implying a weak cohesion force between the BN core and metallic coating. The weak bonding and apparent low tensile strength at the interface (of the order of 50 MPa) limits the nanocomposite mechanical reinforcement and an efficient load transfer from the soft Al to strong BN tube.

### COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To get microscopic insights into the atomic structure of the interface, we carried out first-principles DFT calculations using the plane-wave-basis-set Vienna ab initio simulation package.\textsuperscript{19,20} The projector augmented wave method\textsuperscript{21} was used to describe the core electrons, and several exchange and correlation (XC) functionals including the nonlocal van der Waals (vdW) component\textsuperscript{22,23} were employed. A plane wave kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV was found to converge the total energy within 0.1 eV, as test calculations with higher cutoff energy of 500 eV showed. The same accuracy was achieved with regard to the number of k-points (3 × 3 × 1) in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of the supercell. All structures were relaxed until atomic forces were below 0.002 eV/Å. We also did similar calculations for the interface between pristine Al and h-BN systems using the code GPAW\textsuperscript{24} and the vdW-DF XC functional.\textsuperscript{25} The spacing of the real-space grids was chosen to be 0.2 Å in all calculations. Simulations with smaller grids gave essentially the same results.

As the typical diameter of multiwalled BNNT used in experiments is rather large, about 50 nm, and because BNNTs are known to undergo polygonization\textsuperscript{26} resulting in the flattening of the shells, we modeled the interface between...
BNNTs and Al as that between a h-BN sheet and densely packed low-energy (111) Al surface, as schematically shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a multiwalled BN nanotube embedded into Al matrix (a) and the atomistic picture of the BN–Al interface (b). Gray balls stand for aluminum atoms, blue for nitrogen, and green for boron.

The calculations were carried out for a 128-atom 8 × 8 h-BN supercell on top of a 7 × 7 three-atomic-layer-thick Al(111) slab containing 147 atoms. Such a periodic supercell resulted in a very small strain (introduced into the Al system) of 0.28%. To separate the periodic images of the sla, 20 Å of vacuum was added in the transverse direction. The bottom layer metal atoms were kept fixed in the positions corresponding to those in the bulk system. A similar simulation setup has been used before to model the graphene/Ir interface.27

In addition, to test the vdW exchange–correlation functional used, and to compare bonding at the h-BN/Al interface to that at the h-BN/typical transition metal, we also carried out simulations of the h-BN/Ru interface. The h-BN/Ru supercell consisted of 432 Ru atoms (12 × 12 three-atomic-layer-thick slab with the (0001) surface) and a 338-atom 13 × 13 h-BN sheet.

■ RESULTS

Bonding at the Interface between h-BN and Al/Ru in the Absence of Defects. The atomic structures of the interface between an h-BN sheet and Al(111) as well as Ru(0001) surfaces are shown in Figure 3. Metal atoms are depicted as sticks, and the atomic network of h-BN sheets is presented as colored according to the elevation above the surface of the metal, with blue indicating “high” and red indicating “low”. The difference in the moiré superstructures developed because of the interaction between the metals, and h-BN is evident. Note that the color scheme is different: while for Al the difference between the maximum and minimum elevation of B/N atoms is 0.3 Å, it is 1.8 Å in the case of Ru.

Figure 3. Atomic structure of the interface between h-BN and Al(111) (left panel) and Ru(0001) (right panel) surfaces. Metal atoms are shown as balls, and the atomic network of the h-BN sheet is presented as sticks. The h-BN atomic network is colored according to the elevation with regard to the surface of the metal, with blue color indicating ‘high’ and red indicating ‘low’. The difference in the moiré patterns have been reported18. The calculated values of the interaction energies also agree well with the results of previous calculations (∼55 meV/Å²).18 E_b is considerably larger than the typical vdW energies,19 indicating a weak covalent interaction between Ru(0001) and h-BN. On the basis of the good agreement between the results of our calculations and previously reported experimental and theoretical data, one can conclude that our computational approach is an adequate method for studying the h-BN/metal interfaces.

The interaction between Al and h-BN is much weaker than for Ru: calculations using the AM05-based,23 PW86R-based VV10sol,23 VV10,22 and vdW-DF25 XC functionals gave 13.6, 13.7, 21.1, and 16.3 meV/Å² respectively. The low values of E_b, as well as the analysis of the spatial distribution of the electron density indicated that the interaction between Al and h-BN is of vdW type only. Two different configurations were considered (a B atom exactly on top of the surface Al atom in the HCP configuration and an N atom in the position, see Figure 4 and the corresponding discussion), but the results proved to be the same within 0.1 meV/Å². All the XC correlation functionals gave qualitatively the same moiré pattern.

Having evaluated the interaction energy between h-BN and Al surface, we moved on to the calculations of the critical shear stress, τ_c. This quantity is used in essentially all analytical models of composite materials.3 In practice, the h-BN sheet was moved stepwise along the supercell axes and the supercell diagonal, Figure 4, and for each position the total energy was calculated. During geometry optimization, the B and N atoms were allowed to move in the transverse direction only. Then the maximum force along the path, and correspondingly τ_c defined as the maximum force divided by the interface area, was numerically evaluated. Depending on the XC functional used, calculations gave values of τ_c in the range of 8–17 MPa. These are very low values consistent with our experimental findings.

Bonding at the h-BN/Al Interface with N and B Single Vacancies. Point defects are ubiquitous and can easily be created at the h-BN/Al interface during the synthesis of the composite material. One can expect that defects affect the h-BN/Al interface structure and bonding, similar to the interface between h-BN31 or graphene28 and transition metals. Moreover, as defects in carbon nanotubes have been reported to be the preferential sites for polymer attachments32 making the nanotube-polymer composites stronger, some defects may be beneficial for h-BN/Al composites.

We started our analysis by considering B and N vacancies in a h-BN sheet. Normally, the energetics of the system with
vacancy defects is described through vacancy formation energy, $E_v$, defined as

$$E_v[X] = E[X] - E[{\text{pristine}}] + \mu_X$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E[X]$ and $E[{\text{pristine}}]$ are the total energies of the system with a missing atom ($X = B$ or $N$ for h-BN) and the pristine system (either on metal substrate or free-standing), respectively, and $\mu_X$ is the chemical potential of the missing atom in the reference system. For h-BN, in thermodynamic equilibrium

$$\mu_{\text{BN}} = \mu_B + \mu_N$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

and as we are interested not in estimating the equilibrium concentration of defects but in assessing the bonding between h-BN sheet with defects and Al surface, we do not correlate the chemical potentials with the experimental conditions. Instead, we assume that $\mu_N$ is the same as in a $N_2$ molecule (N-rich conditions) as in previous works and use eq 3 to evaluate $\mu_B$.

Calculations for a free-standing h-BN sheet gave $E_v[B] = 7.7$ eV and $E_v[N] = 7.8$ eV for the neutral charge state of the vacancies. These values are in a good agreement with the results of previous calculations (7–9 eV). For the h-BN/Al system, the situation is more complicated. Vacancy formation energies will depend on the position of the defect in the moiré pattern.

Figure 4 shows the atomic structure of the interface and the supercell used in our calculations. Al atoms are represented as balls colored according to their depth with regard to the surface. There are several high-symmetry atomic positions at the interface between h-BN and Al(111). The centers of BN-hexagons can be associated with the HCP, FCC positions in the underlying Al lattice as well as with the TOP position (on top of a surface Al atom). The supercell is shown with white lines. Vacancies in the high-symmetry areas can be created by removing B and N atoms which are in the hcp, fcc, and top positions. In the configuration shown, a B atom is on top of a surface Al atom (HCP-top-B configuration), and another atomic configuration can be generated by swapping B and N atoms in the lattice (HCP-top-N configuration).
The elevation. The Al atoms represented as big balls are colored according to the strong, whereas N vacancies do not interact with the Al surface atoms.

**Figure 4.** The interaction of B vacancies with surface Al atoms is very strong. The Al atoms represented as big balls are colored according to the atomic radius, but the trend is clear: interaction between the h-BN sheet and Al atoms is strong, and defect formation energies has also been reported for vacancies in h-BN.

**Table 1. Vacancy Formation Energies in h-BN Sheet, \( E_f \) along with the Interaction Energy, \( E_i \) and Critical Shear Stress, \( \tau_c \), for Defect Concentration of 0.78%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>defect type</th>
<th>( E_f ) (eV)</th>
<th>( E_i ) (eV)</th>
<th>( \tau_c ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-vacancy, free-standing</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-vacancy, free-standing</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP-top-B configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pristine interface</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP.hcp-N</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>−~20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP.fcc-B</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>−2.4</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC.top-N</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>−~20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC.hcp-B</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>−5.5</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP-top-B</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>−6.8</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP.fcc-N</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−~20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP-top-N configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pristine interface</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP.hcp-B</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
<td>−7.4</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP.fcc-N</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
<td>−~20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC.top-B</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>−7.2</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC.hcp-N</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>−~20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP.top-N</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>−~20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCP.fcc-B</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>−7.6</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Typical atomic configurations of B (a,b) and N (c) vacancies at the h-BN/Al interface for the HCP-top-B configuration, shown in Figure 4. The interaction of B vacancies with surface Al atoms is very strong, whereas N vacancies do not interact with the Al surface atoms. The Al atoms represented as big balls are colored according to the elevation.

atomic radius is larger than that of B (125 versus 85 pm), and the Al atom cannot replace the missing B atom; it is “too big”, so that it is “protruding” from the h-BN sheet. The reason for such a behavior is a very small formation energy of a surface vacancy on the (111) Al surface, 0.53 eV, as our calculations indicate, and the isoelectronic structure of Al atom (3s^23p^1) with respect to B (2s^22p^1), as immediately evident from the atom locations in the periodic table. The absolute values (especially negative ones) should be treated with caution, as they depend on the choice of the reference chemical potential of the atoms, but the trend is clear: interaction between the h-BN sheet with B-vacancies and Al atoms is strong, and defect formation energy decreases considerably. A drop in vacancy formation energies has also been reported for vacancies in h-BN and graphene on transition metals. This does not mean, however, that the adhesion of the h-BN sheet increases as much as \( E_c \) indicates. If the h-BN sheet is moved up away from the surface, the protruding Al atom will easily follow. In fact, the interaction energy, \( E_i \), defined as a difference between the h-BN sheet with the Al atom in the B position and Al slab with a surface vacancy \( SV \), is only 0.6 eV for the HCP-top-B configuration.

Having evaluated the energy of B/N vacancy formation at the h-BN/Al interface, we proceed to calculations of critical shear stress, \( \tau_c \), using the same simulation setup as for the pristine system. Such calculations are meaningful only for a certain defect concentration, which was 0.78% in our case. N vacancies did not change \( \tau_c \) much, as one can expect from the atomic interaction at the interface. However, B-vacancy gives rise to an increase in \( \tau_c \). The typical values for the lowest-energy configuration defects, such as HCP-top-B, proved to be about 200 MPa. The simulations showed that the pulled-out Al atom follows the h-BN sheet giving rise to additional interaction between the h-BN sheet and the metal. As for the FCC-hcp-B configuration, once a potential barrier is overcome (which gives rise to a higher value of \( \tau_c \)), it transforms to a configuration similar to that presented in Figure 5a.

**Larger Vacancy Defects: Tetra Vacancies.** We also considered several larger defects, such as tetra vacancies. The typical atomic configuration of a tetra vacancy with one missing N and three missing B atoms at the h-BN/Al interface is shown in Figure 6a. Such triangular defects with double-coordinated N atoms at the edges have been observed in TEM images of BN sheets. Similar to B single vacancies, the interaction of such tetra vacancies with Al atoms is very strong. The Al atoms represented as big balls are colored according to the elevation. In the diagram of atomic structure of the h-BN/Al interface with C atoms in the substitutional N (b) and B (c) positions, the C atom is shown as a small yellow ball. The C(N) impurity gives rise to covalent bonding between the h-BN sheet and Al surface.

**Figure 6.** (a) Typical atomic configuration of a tetra vacancy with one missing N and 3B atoms at the h-BN/Al interface. Similar to B single vacancies, the interaction of such tetra vacancies with Al atoms is very strong. The Al atoms represented as big balls are colored according to the elevation. In the diagram of atomic structure of the h-BN/Al interface with C atoms in the substitutional N (b) and B (c) positions, the C atom is shown as a small yellow ball. The C(N) impurity gives rise to covalent bonding between the h-BN sheet and Al surface.

**Substitutional C Impurities in N and B Positions.** Finally, as substitutional C impurities are frequently present in h-BN systems or can deliberately be introduced by electron-beam-irradiation-mediated techniques or direct ion implantation, we studied how such impurities affect the bonding. We found that whereas C atoms in the B atom positions do not give rise to covalent bonding, a single C atom in the N position forms a covalent bond with the surface with a binding energy of 2.0 eV. Our simulations also showed that \( \tau_c \approx 210 \) MPa, and the BN sheet with the C atom does not pull any Al atom when
moving parallel to the surface, but rebonding of the C atom with the equivalent surface Al atom occurs.

**Mechanical Properties of h-BN Sheets with Point Defects and Dependence of Critical Shear Stress on Defect Concentration.** As defects normally give rise to deterioration of mechanical properties of materials, we finally assessed the effects of vacancies and substitutional defects on the in-plane stiffness $C$ of h-BN, calculated using

$$C = \frac{1}{S_0} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial \varepsilon^2}$$

where $S_0$ is the area of the 2D supercell, $E$ is the strain energy, and $\varepsilon$ is the strain in armchair direction. As partial derivatives at zero strain in other dimensions vanish, $C$ can be referred to as an analog of the elastic constant $C_{11}$ of bulk h-BN.\(^4\) It is closely related to the Young’s modulus of BNNTs.

For the pristine system we obtained a value of $C = 257$ N/m, which is in a good agreement with previously reported values.\(^4\) The results are presented in Figure 7. As evident from the curves, vacancy defects at concentrations up to 3% give rise to a drop in $C$ of about 11% and 24% for N- and B-vacancies, respectively; however, for the energetically favorable configurations in which Al atoms are bonded to BN sheets with vacancies, Figure 5, a drop of only 2% was observed. Such negligible changes in $C$ allow us to conclude that if such type of vacancies dominates, h-BN sheets with defects will display practically the same stiffness as the pristine material and can therefore be used for reinforcing the aluminum matrix, provided that the concentration of other defects, e.g., N-vacancies, is small. Changes of the same order of magnitude should be expected for the BNNT Young’s modulus. The oxidation of Al and other impurities at the interface and formation of new phases at the interface may make the picture more complicated, but the overall effect of defects at the interface should be beneficial on the mechanical characteristics of macroscopic Al–BNNTs composite materials.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Using first-principles DFT calculations with advanced XC functionals which account for vdW interaction, we studied the morphology and energetics of the atomic interface between BNNTs Al matrix. We found that for the ideal interface the bonding energy and the critical shear stress are quite small, of the order of 15 meV/Å² and 20 MPa, respectively, as corroborated by our experimental data. We further assessed how point defects such as atomic vacancies and substitutional impurities affect the interface bonding. We showed that some point defects, e.g., single B vacancies, change dramatically the interface structure and increase the bonding as well as critical shear stress. At a defect concentration of about 6%, the critical shear stress can be of the order of 1.5 GPa, which may be sufficient to provide good mechanical characteristics of the interface without excessive deterioration of the mechanical properties of the BNNTs. Larger vacancies and substitutional C impurities in the BN sheets have a stronger effect on the adhesion. The critical shear stress and mechanical characteristics of BNNTs with defects, calculated in our work as functions of defect concentration, can be used as basic input parameters in various macroscopic models of Al/BNNTs composites. The weak dependence of the in-plane h-BN stiffness upon concentration of vacancies with Al atoms in the positions of missing B atoms in a range of up to 3% indicates that BNNT will display practically the same stiffness in h-BN/Al composites and therefore can reinforce the Al matrix. Overall, our theoretical results explain the weak bonding at the interface between pristine BNNTs and Al and suggest new ways for the development of nanostructured BN–Al materials with improved mechanical characteristics.
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